
What should Chain Rift provide for the player? 

Chain Rift was intended to give the player a freeing and powerful moment in the game. In a game where 

almost every move you make has a moderate amount of risk, using Chain Rift should be a point where 

risk is reduced and the player can take action. Additionally, this ability should provide greater mobility 

for the player, and should be able to manipulate the world in a way that only Chain Rift can provide.  

When it comes to enemy interaction, the player, in terms of frequency of action and mobility, are at the 

mercy of the enemies. However, killing an enemy is easy and fairly simple. If we want to promote Chain 

Rift as a powerful moment, then we should consider looking at the way the player interacts with an 

individual enemy so that Chain Rift can improve on that experience and give the player a leg-up over 

enemies for a short duration. 

So when making changes or creating restrictions / limitations for Chain Rift, the goal, in summary, is to 

make Chain Rift: 

1. A freeing and powerful moment 

2. Where risk is reduced and the player can take action 

3. Provides greater mobility 

4. Manipulates the world in a way exclusive to Chain Rift 

5. Gives power over enemies that would otherwise be absent 

 

Chain Rift System Concepts 

When coming up with these systems, the first thing I asked was why we had a energy system to begin 

with. In short, it was to give a limitation to the frequency of chaining, but still being able to allow the 

player to use Chain Rift more frequently when performing desirable actions in the game. This was kept 

in mind when designing, but I explored other possible avenues that don’t require an energy-based 

system to produce the same result. 

After thinking and sleeping on the problems presented, these are the top X ideas that I feel most 

comfortable with. I’ve attempted to take into consideration time, technology, ease of implementation, 

level designs, etc. when developing these systems. For the sake of the concept, all numbers that are 

used can be changed, and are only there for demonstration purposes. Please do not factor in example 

numbers when making a decision about your favorite.  

*Note: All systems in some way have an X/Y chain count limitation. 

 

 

 



System #1: The Cooldown System 

In this system, there is no energy, only cooldown time. Anytime you use Chain Rift, no matter how many 

chains are used, you go into a 120 second cooldown time upon releasing to use Chain Rift. You cannot 

use Chain Rift as long as that cooldown time exists. The timer ticks down like a normal timer would; 

however, the player can further reduce the cooldown time by killing enemies, converting torches, or 

using gargoyles / purple flamed torches.  

Example: 

Let’s say that each enemy kill will reduce the cooldown time by 30 seconds, each torch converted 

reduces it by 15 seconds, gargoyles and already converted torches (purple flamed torches) reduces it by 

40 seconds, and the player can use up to 3 chains in this current level. 

The player chains 3 targets, and let’s says it takes only 3 seconds for a maximum (3/3) Chain Rift to 

complete. 

Test Cases (Assume 120 second cooldown): 

Example 1: 

Enemy (-30) 

Enemy (-30)  

Enemy (-30) 

 Natural Timer (-3) 

----------------------------------- 

27 seconds remaining 

 

Example 2: 

Normal Torch (-15) 

Enemy (-30)  

Normal Torch (-15) 

 Natural Timer (-3) 

------------------------------------ 

57 seconds remaining 



 

Example #3: 

Normal Torch (-15)  

Normal Torch (-15)  

Normal Torch (-15)  

Natural Timer (-3): 

---------------------------------------- 

72 seconds remaining 

 

Example #4: 

Gargoyle (-40) 

Gargoyle (-40) 

Converted Torch (-40) 

Natural Timer (-3) 

------------------------------------------ 

0 seconds remaining (off-cooldown) 

 

Example #5: 

Gargoyle (-40) 

Enemy (-30) 

Converted Torch (-40) 

Natural Timer (-3) 

--------------------------------------- 

7 seconds remaining 

 



Example #6: 

Normal Torch (-15) 

Enemy (-30) 

Natural Timer (-2) 

----------------------------------------- 

73 seconds remaining 

 

*Note: Current “Woe Well” would simply reduce the cooldown time to 0. 

What you can see through the various examples is that the system is indirectly promoting intended use 

of Chain Rift as well as proper play. By using Chain Rift on more targets, the cooldown time is reduced 

more. However, choosing the most optimal targets is incentivized, which also plays an important role. 

Obviously, chaining to a single Normal Torch is probably not an ideal use of Chain Rift, but killing 3 

enemies is. The system reflects both of these beliefs. The system also takes into account chaining 

between converted torches and gargoyles, and effectively making them free to use. This means that 

current level designs aren’t impacted too greatly, and could potentially promote more tactical play 

(seeing as converting torches beforehand could prove to be a useful chaining scenario). Example #5 

shows the potential for having played in a smart and successful way. 

The worries, or downsides to this system, is the “waiting game” issue, in which players camp out and 

wait for the entire duration (120 seconds in this case) before continuing . While possible, the system 

does strongly attempt to promote actionable play since the cooldown is reduced at a faster rate. Plus, 

physiologically, seeing a timer that they know they can reduce may help with this issue.  Even though a 

lot of this is true, it is still important to point out these flaws.  

There would also some minor tweaks to current levels (such as the first level), so that players at least 

have a very primitive understanding of it. However, the system does lend itself well to not having to do 

major overhauls to any pre-existing level, but level tweaking should be taken into consideration.  

Aside from those negatives, the only remaining issue is technical time / implementation. Provided it can 

be done quickly and efficiently, this could prove to be a valid option. 

 

 

 

 



 

System #2: The Node System 

The energy node system is something that has been discussed among the developers, though; the 

details have been foggy at best. While the cooldown system is a derivative of the concepts behind the 

Node System, there are some distinct differences between the two: 

The Node System is designed to be a direct yes / no approach to the energy system. Instead of having an 

energy bar, you would have X amount of empty nodes instead. Each time you kill an enemy, you fill up X 

amount of node(s). When you have filled up all your nodes, you receive a Chain, and the node resets, 

carrying over any leftover nodes to count towards collecting your next Chain. When you Chain Rift a 

group of enemies, you receive more nodes for each consecutive enemy after the first target. Ideally, this 

would promote using Chains on multiple targets, and reward players for using Chain Rift properly. 

While this concept is generally agreed upon, the devil is in the details. There are three idealistic 

approaches when it comes to this type of system: 

1. The player earns nodes, which is more difficult and time consuming, but as a result, is more 

powerful then they would be otherwise while using Chain Rift. 

 

2. The player can collect nodes easily, which allows the player to use Chain Rift more frequently, 

but Chain Rift is not as powerful / has more limitations. 

 

3. The player can collect nodes easily, which allows the player to use Chain Rift more frequently, 

and the player is more powerful than they would be otherwise while using Chain Rift. 

Taking these concepts in mind, I’m going to attempt to balance some of these concepts with the Node 

System: 

There are 3 nodes total. Each time a player converts a torch, the player receives 1 node. Each time a 

player kills an enemy, the player receives 2 nodes. Once all 3 nodes have filled, the player receives 1 

chain, and any left-over nodes carry over into the next chain count. When using Chain Rift, each enemy 

after the first enemy target will provide +1 node compared to the previous enemy target (I.e. – 2 (1st), 3 

(2nd), 4 (3rd)). Gargoyles and already converted torches will refund as discussed. 

This is the best that I can personally think of that gives a decent balance of both earning and frequency 

under this system. Again, numbers can be changed, but the example numbers in this case was 

something that I ran through with that makes the system work as intended by design. 

 

 

  



System #3: God Node System 

This system is a branch from the Node system, and attempts to combine the sense of earning, 

frequency, and power all into 1 system. 

In this system, there are X empty nodes. Each time the player kills an enemy (and / or potentially 

converts a torch); X node(s) are filled. When all nodes are filled, the player enters into “God Mode”. 

While the player is in God Mode, they are able to use Chain Rift, and may use it equal to the maximum 

amount of chains provided. Chain Rift would give extended reach beyond Shadow Rift, the player cannot 

be harmed by enemies that are chained, and the player can continue to use Chain Rift as long as God 

Mode is active. While in God Mode, a timer in the HUD would countdown for the player to indicate how 

much time remains until God Mode expires. Once God Mode has expired, the player can no longer use 

Chain Rift until God Mode becomes active again. 

*Note: Current “Woe Well” would simply activate God Mode. 

The strength of this system is the obvious nature in which it works. It’s simple to understand, in that 

when I’m in God Mode, I can use this special ability that makes me powerful, and when I’m not, I can’t. I 

can get God Mode by doing actions in the game. There is a lot less headache in terms of “What if I only 

have 1 chain? How long does it take to get me 3 chains? Etc.” since we give them maximum chains the 

entire time they are in God Mode. This basically solves a lot of issues in terms of how the game plays. 

You play stealthy and earn your nodes via favorable actions, and once you do, you get to be powerful for 

a set amount of time.  

Aside from some implementation time, the only apparent downside to this is that Chain Rift isn’t readily 

usable at all times. This may result in some tweaks in the levels, though, the way the current levels work, 

the changes ideally should not be substantial. As an example, the tutorial level would probably be able 

to be played as is, just a “You must be in God Mode to use this ability,” text would need to be added. 

 

System #4: Current System (Leave It!) 

What is observed in both general feedback and playtesting is the game plays well as it stands. It is 

always an option to leave it, maybe re-do the HUD, and call it good. The only negative to this is that we 

know, internally, that there are some odd-ball quirks with the system, and that it’s not perfect. 

However, if the game is being considered fun to play as a general whole, it’s worth considering putting 

time elsewhere, and revisiting it after first submission. 

 

 

 

 



System #5: Take It Out! 

It’s always a possibility. While a majority of people would probably say not to, it’s important to consider 

what the game would be like without it. What is lost from the game by doing this? Would the game be 

better without it? Etc. While tempting, here is a small list of some of the consequences for doing so that 

should be taken seriously: 

- Loss of Bullet-Time technology 

- Loss of Chaining-Visual Gameplay Technology 

- Loss of Leverage Point Technology 

- Loss of UI Cursor Changing Technology 

- Loss of Iconic Identity 

- Loss of Additional Action in the Game 

- Potential Loss of “Cool-Factor” 

- Potential Loss of “Sense of Power” 

- Chain Art Repurposed 

- Gargoyle Art Reused as Prop 

- Simpler Gameplay 

- HUD re-design less important 

- Game Title Icon would need to be redone 

 

 


